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From the Prez
To all CVA members,
The Dry and Dusty finally happened on a dry
day. Richard Carpenter did an excellent job
putting it together and everyone that I talked
to said they had a great time. I even had some
people at the California State Archery Championships in Long Beach comment to me on
how much they enjoyed shooting at CVA. If
you enjoyed it, let Richard know, as it takes a lot of time to organize and put
on an event like this.
With the summer movies coming out with archers, there are a lot of
new people coming out to JOAD on Saturday mornings. To help alleviate the
congestion at the shooting line there are several things you can do to help.
First of all, if the 5 and 10 meter lines are packed, please consider the 18 meter line if you are ready for the distance. I would also recommend that you get
there early so you can help avoid the crowds (usually around 11:00 to
12:30ish). After you have shot, it would be great if members could help the
coaches. There are a lot of things that need to be done from general safety
instructions, outfitting the participants with gear, take some of the advanced
archers to the roving range, etc… If you can give 30 minutes after you shoot
to help out it would really make a difference. Please contact any of the JOAD
coaches to see how you can help. Also, if you are interested in becoming a
certified coach; see Coach Mike about the next class.
Also, you might notice in the next few weeks, we will be revamping a
few policies and procedures at JOAD in order to better service the participants. Some of the changes will be obvious like signs that clearly state some
of important policies and procedures and some not so obvious changes like
paperwork and administrative processes. If you can think of items that would
improve the program please, bring it to the attention of Coach Dave and we
will take it into consideration as we continually improve the JOAD program.
Shoot straight, shoot strong,
Clark Pentico
CVA President
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From the V.P.

Hi Everyone,
Well with the weather heating up along with the continued interest in Archery due to the movies and the upcoming Olympics, I just want
to take a moment to talk about a few things. First about the weather and
what comes with it. I personally have spotted quite a few rattle snakes
just in the JOAD area, and I know that they are out all over the range!
Please everyone, be alert and aware and keep your eyes open
while out shooting!! If you or someone in your party should get bit, get
them to the emergency room ASAP for treatment. I know that Cell
Phone service is sketchy at best around the range, but remember that the
campground host has a land line and in case of emergency I know that it
will be OK to stop and ask for help if you feel that is necessary!!
Also as a Coach speaking as I do with the kids and adults at
JOAD, on these warm days remember to stay hydrated!! You need to
drink at least one 8oz. bottle of water before you even get to the range.
Then continue to drink water or Gator aid while you are shooting, the
rule is for every two bottles in, one out! If you are not sweating or urinating while drinking water while being in the sun, that could be a sign of
heat stroke. If you start to feel dizzy, or faint or you notice that your
shooting partner is looking a little pail and glassy eyed, get out of the direct sun, sit down and cool down!! Heat stroke is no laughing matter and
can make you quite sick and in extreme cases even require hospitalization!! So be careful out there and have fun!!
There has been a tremendous surge in interest in Archery not just at CVA
but all over. I have been talking with my friends all over California and
the country and we are not alone in this. Everyone I talk to is going
through the same thing,
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which we all agree is very good for our sport but is bringing to light
some problems we have never before encountered. All of the main
Coaches at JOAD and our board of directors are working on some new
directives and information that will be available soon on the Web site
and in a hand out form to help inform our guests and increase the Archery experience at Conejo Valley Archery!!
So to all members as you come into contact with people that are
interested in Archery and you tell them about our great club and all we
have to offer. Please direct them to the web site, or our phone contact
Lisa Champigny, or if they are interested in Saturdays JOAD they can
contact me directly at my email or phone - daddyodragan@yahoo.com or
805-218-5912 anytime.
The important thing here everyone is that we are getting people
the correct information so they can come out and enjoy our beautiful
range and learn about our sport!!! If you as members need to know more
of this information, you can attend any monthly club meeting ( last Sunday of the month) or contact any board member and we will be happy to
clarify it for you. And there is always the Quiver, if you are reading this
you are already better informed!! So remember we are as members all
ambassadors of CVA and as such should take the time to know our club
and how it works and who to contact if you need help in directing a possible new member so they will have a great and memorable Archery experience at CVA!!!
Thanks everyone, enjoy the great weather, have fun shooting and always
be safe!!!
All My Best,
Coach Dave
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CVA JOAD
News

Hi all,
Well, school is just about out for everyone and summer is here! Yeah! We have
been bulging at the seems every Saturday due to the popularity of the archery
movies that have come out recently. Thanks to all who have been helping with
not only the normal JOAD sessions but also to those who have continued afterwards to help with the private parties. Thank you, thank you and thank you! If
you are new to our facility and would like to help, please let one of the coaches
know and we will certainly accommodate. Again, you do not have to be a coach
or an expert archer to help...just a willingness to pitch in!
Our 5th Annual JOAD BBQ Bash was a great success! It just keeps getting better and better. Chef Mike and crew out did themselves again. There was a great
variety of sausages, salads and deserts. Everyone had a great time and certainly
enjoyed the food. Comments were flying all over the place as to how great everything was! Thanks again Chef Mike and crew.
Mike will continue to take those who are interested in "going shopping" out to
give them the opportunity to experience the finer points and enjoyment of the
sport. This is almost a lost art and many new folks to archer have no way of
knowing how to go about getting involved. This program is for advanced archers who are serious and mature enough to handle this part of the sport. If you're
interested please see Mike for more information.
That's it for now...we had no one test this month so there are no results to report...see you out there next Saturday.
Coach Mike
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Tournament News
Disney-PIXAR BRAVE Tournament
The Pasadena Roving Archers and the City of Pasadena Parks
and Recreation Department presented the Disney-PIXAR BRAVE
Youth Archery Tournament on Sunday June 10, 2012.
This event was a benefit for the Pasadena Ronald McDonald House.
Archers from ages 8-16 competed in Central Park in downtown Pasadena. Local officials were a bit concerned about allowing archery in the
public park but due to the great work of the Pasadena Roving Archers in
creating a very safe environment and the obvious attitude of our tournament archers, their worries were soon dismissed and they understood a
bit more about how safe a sport this can be.
Four shooters were there to represent our JOAD club. James Nauert
had his first tournament bid at this challenging 30/20 yard British Short
Round event. (The event was shortened due to park availably/ time constraints) 30 yards was a bit far for most of the younger archers but they
all persevered and when the targets moved to 20 yards they were doing
fantastic. James scored 218 points, raising $28.10 for the charity.
Emily Nauert also getting back into the tournament scene scored
a very respectable 415 out of 500 raising $41.50 for the charity.
Tournament pro Wesley Richter shot an impressive 255, winning
the first place award for his division. Brother Connor also shot well
scoring a 385 and together raising $114.00 in pledges.
All of the archers are still able to accept pledge donations and
would love to have you sponsor them. Thanks to our JOAD club for
sponsoring all 4 archers with a 10 cent per point pledge.
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Disney-PIXAR BRAVE Tournament
Great job kids in supporting such a wonderful cause! We are always
proud to see you give back to your community.
Our next big FITA event will be the State Outdoors Championships in
Long Beach on June 15, 16, 17 in Tulare, California. More news to
come!

FYI
Guest Fee

Please remember that all guests of club members that shoot the range
must pay a guest fee, this is especially important for the permanent 3D
range. We are happy that the 3D range is getting a lot of use, but we
want to make sure that we can keep it going. If you would like to donate
to keep the permanent 3D range going please see one of the officers or
board members.
Fees: $2.00 on non club shoot days; $5.00 on club shoot days
3D Range Rules
1. NO Broad Heads are to be shot at 3D range targets.
2. ONE ARROW ONLY to be shot PER TARGET.
3. DO NOT take cross canyon shots. Safety first!!
4. If you don’t have a clear shooting lane, clear the lane before shooting.
Range Beatification days
Are the first Saturday of even months. August 4th is the next day.
Please come out and help keep the range beautiful. Mark your calendars
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Dry & Dusty Results

Senior Male BHFS
Jim Niehoﬀ

472
Adult Male RC
335
176 Israel Avina
Steven Capps
299
607
Alvic
Ayunan
278
567 Adult Female BHFS
535 Cub Male Non Sight
563 Kianna Mainwal
April Liampetchakul 519 Nathan Champigny 240
Senior Female RC
Vicky Phillips

Senior Male FS
Rick McKechnie
Darryl Terry
Pat Souza
Senior Male
Longbow
Fred French

Senior Male RC
Lorrin Heleloa
Bruce Brisson
Tom Swindell
Adult Male BHFS
Keith Murphy
Carlos Parada
Dan mar n
Adult Male FS
Conner Kelly
Clark Pen co
Mike Keena
Adult Male LB
Ziyi Sun
Roy Brokaw
Dan Staﬀord
Adult Male FITA
Thomas Luong
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?

Adult Female FSL
Barbara Richter

355

Jay Sekerka
Johny Sekerka

221
213

Adult Female LB
Karen Freed

Cub Female Non
Sight
142 Emma Champigny

80

346
290 Adult Female RC
238 Jess Dinoso
Lisa Champigny
Brianna Erickson
637
583 Youth Male Sight
549 David Loya
Connor Richter
Niko Furlan

170
163
134

267
173
136

664
634 Youth Female Sight
624 Dori na Pen co
500
Youth Female Non
408 Sight
380 Colle e Lee
200
Cub Male Sight
Marcello Furlan
272 Wesley Richter

71

282
249

J.O.A.D Cook Out 2012
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J.O.A.D Cook Out 2012
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Shooting Styles

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard.
Styles are as follows:
Freestyle Unlimited (FS) - Allows for the use of virtually all types
and styles of equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabilizers, etc.
Freestyle Limited (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except
that mechanical releases are not allowed.
Barebow (BB) – No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed.
String walking (or multiple anchor points) is allowed.
Bowhunter Freestyle (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more
than 5 pins that cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Mechanical releases are permitted.
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by gloved or finger tabs.
Bowhunter (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed.
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card)
Longbow (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed.
Single anchor point only.
Recurve (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed.
Single anchor point only.
Selfbow (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed,
Single anchor point only.
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Shooting Styles Explained
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Conejo Valley Archers LOGO CONTEST
UPDATED
There are 2 ways to enter:
Email your logo entries to editor@cvarchers.com in PDF format. Please remember to include your name and telephone number.
Submit your logo entry to any board member, bring it to the JOAD
range on Saturdays, or submit at the monthly club meetings.
Entries should be submitted no later than August 15th, 2012.

All member is attendance at the August club meeting will vote on the entries. Make sure you are
there.
All entry material becomes the exclusive property of CVA and will
not be returned.
Any and all intellectual property rights in ownership of the winning
submission will be deemed transferred.
CVA, and/or all others authorized by CVA, shall have the right to
edit, adapt, and modify the winning submission and use the winning
submission in whatever manner CVA deems appropriate.
CVA is not responsible for late, lost, stolen, misdirected, damaged,
incomplete, or illegible entries; or entries that are lost due to computer, internet, or electronic malfunction.
Good Luck to everyone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Club Shoot
We had a nice turnout again this month for the club shoot.
While all the “Usual's” were in attendance including the Pentico father/
daughter team, the top bragging rights this month went to Carlos Parada
with a 603 (474 scratch). He was in turn followed by Norman Rice with
a 568 (469 scratch), and George Blevins’ 562 (513 scratch).
We had 12 archers break 500 this month which is a first I believe. The top scratch score went to Keith Murphy with a 527 (BHFS).
He was following by Clark Pentico with a 517 (FS), George Blevins
(513, BHFS) and by Clark’s identical evil twin brother Clark with a 512
in the BHFS class.

NAME

HSCORE

SCRATCH

DIV

STYLE

Carlos Parada

603

474

A

BHFS

Norman Rice

568

469

GA

FS

George Blevins

562

513

A

BHFS

Keith Murphy

557

527

A

BHFS

Clark Pentico

557

512

A

BHFS

Doritina Pentico

556

470

Y

FS

Clark Pentico

548

517

A

FS

Steve Price

546

476

GA

FS

Brent Richter

541

434

A

FS

John Brix

541

285

GA

TRAD

Barbara Richter

524

361

A

FSL

Joe Bittner

508

224

A

TRAD

Keith Bennett

470

194

A

BHFS

Kevin Derry

464

464

A

FS

Wesley Richter

461

178

C

FSL

Luke Sekerka

459

459

A

BHFS

William Bennett

128

128

A

TRAD
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Club Trophy Standings (Total of Top Five Handicaped Scores)
We have a new but hardly unexpected name at the top this month. Doritina Pentico (565.8) has a nice 11 point average lead over Keith Murphy
(554.2). Clark is one point behind Keith.
Who will walk away this year wearing a shiney new silver belt buckle?
Will it be Beauty or the Beast (Keith) or Papasan (Clark) or perhaps Steve or Norman? It is still early and anything can happen. Stay tuned.
NAME

HSCORE AVG

STYLE

Doritina Pentico

565.8

FS

Keith Murphy

554.2

BHFS

Clark Pentico

553.4

FS

Steve Price

545.0

FS

Norman Rice

536.2

FS

Perpetual Trophy Standings (Total of Top 10 Scratch Scores)
As of now Kieth has a 12 point lead over Clark for the Coveted “Dust
Collector” Award. While anything can happen it looks like it is going
home with one of them this year (again). A free year’s supply of Pledge
(one can) will also go to the winner.
NAME

SCRATCH TOTAL

STYLE

AVG

Keith Murphy

3649

BHFS

521.3

Clark Pentico

3637

FS

519.6

Steve Price

3263

FS

466.1

Norman Rice

3166

FS

452.3

Doritina Pentico

2591

FS

370.1

Golden Ager Trophy Standings (Total of Top 3 Scratch Scores)
Norman Rice has a nice 7 point lead right now over Steve Price.
NAME

HSCORE AVG

STYLE

Norman Rice

554.0

FS

Steve Price

547.3

FS

Chuck Thurber

539.7

FS
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CVA Board MEETING MINUTES –May 27th 2012
Clark Pentico called the meeting to order at 11:15 a.m. JBD read the
minutes from the May 10th Board and April 22nd General Meeting
(accepted as read).
NEW MEMBERS:
Pete Sperling attended his second meeting.
Keith Bennett, Luke Sekerka, & Tom Swindell were sworn is as new
members to the club.
TREASURER’S REPORT (Dan Dix):
Income $3,710.60; Expenses $8,017.21 (includes $2000 Charity Donation & $4,313.24 for 3D Animals); Ending Balance $21,930.28 (JOAD
Checking Account - $11,912.33; New Checking - $1,380,14; New Savings - $6,62457; Petty Cash - $232.87)
Initial estimates project a net income of $3,100 from the “Traditional”.
REPORTS OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT (Clark Pentico):
The “Bees” in the back canyon (by the memorial rock bench) were
sprayed, though it didn’t seem to help much (just “made them mad” reportedly).
Clark talked with Randy of Easton again regarding the FITA Range Report (still not finalized). It looks good so far but we may need to change
some wording on the Conditional Use Permit (it needed to be renewed
soon anyway).
VICE PRESIDENT (Dave Dragon):
Dave hasn’t heard back from the Reinhardt folks (regarding a Reinhardt 3D
Tourney at our range).
Flyers (Dry & Dusty) were sent to all the Archery shops in the Long Beach area.
Dave also intends to contact the folks at Bass Pro (Rancho Cucamonga) on
future raffle items
SCAA & CBH:
The “Brave” (Disney Film) Archery Shoot is scheduled for June 10, 2012. A
number of our JOAD members intend to compete
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CVA Board MEETING MINUTES –May 27th
RANGE CAPTAINS (Keith Murphy & Garry Magness)
We are waiting for June M to contact Keith regarding recertification of
the range.
Keith and company banded 23 bales in 45 minutes, possibly a new record
(will be checking the Guinness Book of Records on this).
We will be spraying the JOAD & other areas of the range again with the
spray rig to keep the weeds down.
A number of bales were changed out in the running pig area.
Next weekend is the “Range Beautification Saturday” again
TOURNAMENT CHAIRMAN (John Downey)
We need score cards for the monthly shoot again – JBD to handle.
Range Record Trophies – JBD led a discussion on what we should do
this year for trophies. Our previous vendor is no longer is in the business. A number of suggestions were made including Buck Knives, etc.
A bunch more research is needed.
JOAD (Mike Broder, Richard Carpenter, John Downey & Dave
Dragan):
JOAD had an incident involving a “special needs” child recently (the
child wasn’t complying with our safety rules). A number of suggestions
were made on what to do in the future, including modifying the insurance
waiver form (this may not be an option).
The JOAD range needs to be sprayed again. The mustard and other
weedy growths are getting as high as an elephant’s eye. We almost lost
one of the smaller kids last weekend.
JOAD is still crazy busy due to the Hunger Games and other movies.
We recently had another of the Mike Keena & Company BBQ’s (lots of
Wild Pig was served). A lot of fun was had (many very positive comments were heard).
JOAD needs to order some large round target butts (may be able to piggy
back our order with El Dorado Park). A motion was made and carried to
spend up to $3000 to do so. Reinhardt may also stock these.
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CVA Board MEETING MINUTES –May 27th 2012
WEBSITE (Richard Carpenter): AWOL – No report
PUBLICITY (Robert Luttrell): AWOL – No report
TELEPHONE COMMITTEE (Chuck Thurber & Lisa Champigny):
No Report
FIELD TARGET CHAIRMAN (Keith and whoever)
Three of the “Cubs” stakes have been redone.
We need to order cardboard again for targets.
The new Target Butt Instruction sheets for the first 14 targets have been
redone. We also need to re-finish the sign holders.
We may put up Animal Targets next month if enough bales get replaced.
CONSERVATION: No Report
PACIFIC COAST 3-D CHAIRMAN (Stan Grigelis): No report
DRY & DUSTY (Richard Carpenter): No report
We may change out some bales for the rescheduled 2012 Dry & Dusty
(June 3rd).
We will put the critters out on Saturday. Clark to talk with Richard on
the particulars.
TRADITIONAL TOURNAMENT CHAIRMAN (Bob Bombardier):
“Yea its over” …
Bob got a lot of positive comments on the trophy arrows.
FUN IN THE SUN (John Downey): No report
In October and too far away to think about it
TOYS FOR TOTS (Rose Hoberg): Ditto
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CVA Board MEETING MINUTES –May 27th 2012
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Name Plates for the Memorial Bench (Rock) Plaque, scoreboard and target butt covers.
We still need an additional repair party for 3D Animals.
Some of the weeds whackers are in need of repair.
Target Butt Covers – we have a pile of bent metal for covers. Three covers could be put up quickly. We need some welding of cross members
and plywood for roofs. Bob to pick up plywood for roofs.
NEW BUSINESS:
GOOD OF THE ORGANIZATION:
Dave asked everyone to get their comments/concerns to him so he can
present them at the SAC Board Meeting (to be held during the weekend
of the CA State Outdoor – June 16 & 17).
Weed Abatement – mustard coming up all over – will spray the fence
lines at the same time.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
CVA Club Shoot every 4th Sunday of the month.
Range Beautification Days (1st Saturday of even Months, next one is in
June).
As always a full list of upcoming events is available in your CVA Club
and CBH newsletters.

With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

Submitted by,
John Downey
CVA Club Secretary
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet
Target #

Distance

Adoptor(s)

1

30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter

William Bennett

2

20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter

Kevin Derry

3

35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter

Kevin Derry

4

80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter

Norman Rice

5

25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter

Charles Thurber

6

55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter

Keith Murphy

7
8
9

45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter
15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter
65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter

Keith Murphy
Don Smith
Grace Getzen

10

40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter

Steve Price

11

60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up

Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12

35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter

Carlos Parada

13

45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter

Andrew Harding

14

50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter

Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15

20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter

Clark Pentico

16

80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter

Stan Grigeles

17

55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter

Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18

35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter

Laura Loya

19

25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter

Carl Ward

20

45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter

Jim Niehoff

21

30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter

Jim Niehoff

22

50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter

Robert Luttrell

23

65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter

Craig Nelson

24

60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up

Mike Krasowski

25

35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter

Gary Magness

26

45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter

Paul Lisak

27

15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter

Charles Thurber

28

40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter

Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts
20 yrd. practice butts by running pig
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Calendar of Events
June 24th Oranco Bowmen Firecracker 3D 42 unmarked targets
June 24th CVA Club Shoot.
July 7th Oranco Bowmen Scalps & Skins 24 3-D targets
July 15th Mojave Archers No-See-Um 3D unmarked 30 targets 2 arrows
July 21st Riverside Archers Raccoon Shoot 3D unmarked start at Dusk
July 21st CBH Small Game: CARP SHOOT II, Lake Isabella
July 22nd CVA Club Shoot
July 29th San Diego Archers Sir Gordon's Traditional Shoot
Aug 4th & 5th Cherry Valley Bowhunter's Big Bear Shoot 60 unmarked
3D
Aug 11th Mojave Archers State Capital Novelty 30 targets 2 arrows
Aug 26th CVA Club Shoot

FITA/JOAD Calendar of Events
August 8th 2012 So Cal Showdown Chula Vista Ca
Easton Aluminum Archery Range
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Classifieds

Lost and Found
Found

For Sale

GREAT PLAINS SR SWIFT RECURVE – CASADOR MODEL –
3 PIECE TAKE DOWN – 60” Right handed
Riser is of Honduran Rosewood with Two sets of limbs :
Yew Wood Limbs are 50#@28”
Bamboo Wood Limbs are 55#@28’
STEVE ABBOTT LONGBOW - 62’’ & 47#@28” - YEW
WOOD LIMBS Right Handed Both bows are in excellent
condition taken care of by a loving bowhunter,
For either bow call Rev. Steve Day at 818 535-2275
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Your CVA Officers
President

Clark Pentico

(805) 630-1749

Vice President

Dave Dragan

(805) 218-5912

Secretary

John Downey

(805) 527-4894

Treasurer

Dan Dix

(805) 376-3568

Board Members

John Brix
Keith Murphy
Kurt Hoberg
Laura Loya
Chuck Thurber
Chris Champigny

(805) 523-2428
(805) 558-9312
(805) 552-9934
(805) 306-9761
(805) 497-4587
(661) 310-9676

Range Captains

Stan Grigelis
Keith Murphy

(805) 520-7748
(805) 558-9312

Editor

Robert Luttrell

(805) 490-8601

CVA Answering Service

(805) 530-1339

Newsletter Deadlines
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by
the 3rd Friday of each month. Classified adds are free
for club members.
Send to: Robert Luttrell
15165 Marquette St #B
Moorpark Ca 93021
(805) 490-8601
E-mail me at editor@cvarchers.com
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Conejo Valley Archers
P.O. Box 3982
Thousand Oaks, CA 91359
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Reminder: Range Beautification Days
are the 1st Saturday of even months

